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Welcome and Opening

Emin Aliyev
ASSET Partner, EASE

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset



Agenda

10.00 – 10.05: Welcome and opening

10.05 – 10.15: Keynote speech

10.15 – 10.25: ASSET project presentation

10.25 – 10.35: Smagrinet – A sister project’s point of view

10.35 – 10.50: Q&A and Introduction to the Sessions

10.50 – 11.40: Session 1: Fueling Each Other with Knowledge and 
Skills

Session 2: Feeding the Demand for Energy Transition 
Skills

11.40 – 11.50: Coffee break

11.50 – 12.20: Highlights from each session

12.20 – 12.30: Closing remarks and main takeaways 

3 Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset



Please, 

• Turn on your camera

• Turn off your microphone

• Ask questions in the chat

• Write the number of your parallel Session on your 

name (i.e.: 1 – John Smith, 2 Mary Johnson)
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Technicalities

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset
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Keynote speech

Felix Rohn
Policy Officer, DG EMPL UNIT E2 - Skills and Qualifications

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset
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ASSET project 
presentation

Nadia Politou

ASSET coordinator, ATOS

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset



ASSET:
just for energy transition drivers!

Nadia Politou - ATOS

28 October 2020
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The ASSET project

A holistic and Scalable Solution for Research, 
Innovation and Education in Energy Transition 

May 2019 → April 2021

11 partners from 
6 EU countries: ES, IT, BE, DK, DE, EL

Funded by EC



Motivation and challenge

• Europe is transitioning towards a low carbon society 

• To lead this transformation Europe must:
• upskill staff with multidisciplinary competencies

• strengthen societal understanding of low carbon importance

• Intensify research, liaised with industry 

• A closer industry-academia relationship is needed due to:
• the volume and diversity of audience

• act very fast for EU actors to catch the energy transition hype

• Introduce interdisciplinarity in university programmes
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Project scope

To deliver the framework and the tools
to create and share

KNOWLEDGE and COMPETENCES
needed for energy transition.

Main features:
- free and open to everyone
- multidisciplinary and holistic
- flexible and modular
- based on a collaborative approach
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Create a community to involve the 
main energy transition actors 
(companies, training programme 
providers, policy makers, citizens)

Define a conceptual framework to 
speed up the creation of learning 
programmes, through the learning 
graph tool

Develop innovative programmes 
to train students, workers, 
trainers and citizens

Promote the interdisciplinarity in 
research, innovation and education 
services

Strengthen the collaboration 
between academia and industry

Support teachers and trainers 

Project specific objectives
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The ASSET Community

Join us!

www.energytransition.academy

http://www.energytransition.academy/
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The ASSET Community – for industry

Search for educational programmes

Attend/enroll 
in the course Place an enquiry for the educational 

programme you are looking for

Did you find a suitable programme? 

Yes!

No…
Help me!

Training 
programme 

providers
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The ASSET Community – for training providers

Advertise the educational 

programmes you offer

Inspect enquiries for educational 
programmes 

Find learning materials based on 
meta-data (EQF, learning model, 
scientific fields, learning 
outcomes, e.t.c.)

Find learning structures through the 
learning graph tool

Find learning materials from other 
principles and contact the tutor-
professor to create 
interdisciplinary courses

Stay in touch with the industry
to sense needs and real-life 
problems
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The ASSET Community – for citizens

Massive Open Online Courses

Forum

16 MOOCs starting on 1/11/2020!
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ASSET Programmes offer



For more information:
www.energytransition.academy

Social Media Accounts:

https://www.facebook.com/AssetH2020Project

https://twitter.com/Project_Asset 

www.linkedin.com/company/asset-project-h2020
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Smagrinet – A sister 
project’s point of view

Karl Kull

Smagrinet coordinator, Tallinn Technical University

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset



SMAGRINET

Karl Kull

28.10.2020/ASSET ROADSHOW



What we want to

achieve



1. Increasing share of renewable energy

2. 55% in gross final primary energy 

consumption in 2050 to be green.

3. Investments for replacing the current 

electrical grids with smart grids 

4. The Green Deal



Core challenges with

the transition



1. We are not the only ones doing a transition:

1. The automotive industry 

2. The construction sector

3. Logistics

4. Others

The demand for engineers and understanding

parties, is growing rapidly all over Europe –

the demand has to be met.



1. Our experience and what we learned

1. Policy and economy webinars with the highest participation

numbers.

2. AI/ITC sessions are second most popular.

3. Actual grid technical solutions and best-practice sessions have

been less popular.



What to do…



1. It is important that the knowledge on smart 

grids becomes common knowledge. 

1. Engineers have to understand the bigger picture of  EU 

policies.

2. Policy makers have to understand that changes are not cheap

in the power and energy sector.

3. General public has to understand that perpetuum mobile does

not exist – technical solutions have their cons and pros. 

2. That is the only way of transitioning. 



1. Build-up of competent public authorities.

2. Informing the civil society of available

solutions.

3. When new tech arrives - service providers 

and professional end users need to undergo 

training.

4. Adequate policies and support schemes. 



What we have done

about it





1. Knowledge and information A to Z packages:

1. Smart grid engineering A to Z

2. ICT/cyber security

3. Policies and economy, SSH

2. Three tiers of depth

1. General public – short-term programs

2. Working engineers – short-term programs

3. Academia – educational modules and short term programs



1. During the COVID situation it has become

apparent that the programs are a vital part 

of re-education for the industry:

1. Information

2. Online



Where do we go from

here?



1. Education through experience – the best

teacher.

2. People and companies understand the need to

change equipment and tech – saves or makes

money.

3. The question rise during the energy

transition

4. Why should entities choose a less lucrative

investment option with a payback period of 

8-15 years…



How do we make us feel the

effect of the carbon footprint? 



Thank you very much.
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Q&A 

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset
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Introduction to the 
Sessions

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset
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Coffee break

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset
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Highlights from Sessions

Axel Thielmann, Fraunhofer

Mashood Nasir, Aalborg University

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset

1
Industry and Research
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Highlights from Sessions
2

Policy
Margot Vingerhoedt, ECOPOWER

Jacopo Tosoni, EASE
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Closing remarks and main 
takeaways

Nelly Leligou
ASSET Partner, University of West Attica

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset



Societal 
and policy 

change 

Businesses 
of the energy sector

Universities and 
training organisations

Students, energy sector employers, 
citizens

High quality programmes
Fast customised programme delivery

Information on 
policies
Academia policy 
framework 

Skill and competence needs
Μοbility support
CBL- co-definition

New talents
Upskilled engineers
Citizens ready to 
engage in energy 
transition Policy makers and 

authorities

Consulting 
based on 
research

Better energy 
services
Better 
employment 
positions

Better education with 
higher employment 
potential 
Awareness on energy 
transition and 
sustainability 

Feedback 
on 
acceptance



Thank you all for joining!

Follow us on:

https://www.facebook.com/AssetH2020Project

https://twitter.com/Project_Asset 

www.linkedin.com/company/asset-project-h2020

Tweet it out: #ASSETBrusselsRoadshow @Project_Asset


